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* We apologize for the late submission of this interim report. Our Year Three Site Visit took place 25-27 February 2013. Because almost all of our efforts in December, January, and February were in preparation for the Site Visit, this report is somewhat similar to our previous interim report. The six-page summary document prepared for the Site Visit is attached at the end of this interim report.

I. Significant Accomplishments: Project Activities

A. Social Science Research: Gender and Interdisciplinarity
Our analyses of the survey of STEM faculty in 10 mid-sized private research universities, focusing on gendering of interdisciplinary (ID) and collaborative research examined the hypothesis that women benefit from ID environments. Findings indicate few gender differences in disposition toward and participation in ID and collaborative work. Women are less satisfied with their overall opportunities to collaborate. Affiliating with a center/program does not lead to greater satisfaction and less isolation for women; however, women feel better about themselves as a member of their center or program than as a member of their department. A pattern of interaction effects between gender and division emerged. For example, women in engineering are particularly concerned about showing gaps in their knowledge to collaborators. Women in engineering also perceived the greatest amount of institutional impediments to ID research. At this point we are unable to tease out the extent to which gender effects can be attributed to the lack of a critical mass versus disciplinary cultures and practices.

We were accepted to present a poster: “Climate Control? Contextual Factors That Influence Work Satisfaction And Research Activities Of STEM Women Faculty” at the 2013 ADVANCE PI Workshop. The analyses suggest it is important to look deeper at differences among STEM women. The contextual factors like discipline and gender composition, work life policies and programs play a major role in work climate/satisfaction and a minor role in perceptions of and involvement in ID work and collaborative research. Parent status does not relate to degree of workload stress. Tokenism in the department is related to feelings of isolation and perceptions of fairness and equity at institutional levels. Disciplinary differences appear to be most strongly related to perceptions of department culture and general job satisfaction measures.

The other two components of our research agenda are the bibliometric study and the ethnographic study. The bibliometric study addresses the limitations of self-reported data by using publicly available CVs and data from ISI to create a list of published journal articles to code for each faculty member. The data will be used to examine effects of gender, discipline, and center affiliation on research productivity indicators including collaborative and ID research. Because gendering happens at the level of meaning and not just in terms of gender differences, qualitative work is essential to helping us understand reported attitudes and behaviors. The ethnographic study will aim to unravel the effects of token status from departmental and disciplinary culture and how gendered contexts and meanings may impact scholarly practices. Originally, this project was limited to Lehigh; however, we now plan to expand beyond Lehigh via Skype interviews.

Regarding dissemination, we have submitted our first manuscript to Sex Roles. We continue to discuss our findings with colleges, departments, department chairs breakfast meetings, and search committee chairs.
B. Women in Science and Engineering (LU-WISE) and Lehigh Open Access Database (iWISEN)
The conclusion of Fall 2012, analyzing our Fall mid-grant progress survey and planning for the site visit interfered with the desired level of LU-WISE programing. Twenty Four women in STEM agreed to participate in the interviews of the Site Visit. The upcoming symposium, “Interdisciplinary Scholarship Shapes STEM Careers of Women,” was scheduled to take place on March 18, 2013 for STEM faculty of the neighboring LVAIC institutions, and a postcard was mailed to Lehigh invitees as well as multiple emails to invitees. However, overall registrations remained low (less than 20, excluding the speakers and core organizers out of over 500 invitees). It was decided to delay the symposium until May in order to maximize participation.

The development of the iWISEN database is in the final stages, with Project Manager Marci Levine working with College and University level Library Technology Services individuals. The back-end of the database is being specially created for ADVANCE given constraints in enhancement and compatibility with existing (and incomplete) faculty databases. At the time of this report, a demo version was prepared and final keyword search functionality and display styles are being refined. The programming will permit easy creation of a profile by a non-Lehigh individual and will display a list of “research areas”.

C. Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program
The Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies (WGSS) Program (formerly Women’s Studies) continues monthly retention gatherings attended by women faculty across the College of Arts and Sciences and RCEAS. The feedback from the workshop about Service, Gender and Promotion took place on Nov. 19, 2012 (https://advance.cc.lehigh.edu/content/workshop-service-gender-and-promotion) was not available at the last interim report, so we summarize it here. Twenty-nine faculty attended, including associate professors and full professors; 15 were from STEM fields (10 women) and the RCEAS Dean David Wu was also present. Opinions from 25 respondents suggest this program was moderately successful (2.65 out of 4 in terms of how much attendees learned or how useful the session was). The most frequently named useful attribute of the session was interacting with colleagues from across the colleges. The session successfully introduced the issue of uneven service loads and reward. There were discussions surrounding how to evaluate service in a more transparent fashion. The feedback recommends an outcomes-focused discussion, with more women’s voices, different facilitation that can result in actions by the institution. The next key collaborative event with ADVANCE will feature Dana Britton, Rutgers.

D. Recruitment Strategies
An outcome of the November 10, 2012 Leadership Team Meeting was the suggestion that ADVANCE should engage with RCEAS Search Committees, particularly on the topic of the evaluation matrix and knowledge of bias in letters of recommendation BEFORE candidates are invited to campus in the spring semester. Initially, it was proposed to gather the Search Committees to one event, but timing was likely to be prohibitive. Dean Wu followed up and asked the RCEAS Search Committees to invite ADVANCE LT representatives (Marci Levine and likely one other participant) to their next SC meetings. Over this quarter, as of February 15, ADVANCE has met with 4 out of 7 RCEAS Search Committees and will continue to deliver additional practical and tangible advice to committees. ADVANCE also met with the two women candidates in the department of Chemistry. At the time of this report, offers to women in the department of Chemistry and Economics were accepted. Campus interviews continue and the next report will describe additional outcomes of the 16 STEM searches.
Online Tutorial for Search Committee Members: The development of this tutorial was previously described and because of Hurricane Sandy, the feedback sessions on how to implement this tool were finally held December 3 and December 6. A total of 15 faculty attended one of the two sessions (12 STEM, 10 STEM men, and two of them are department chairs). Only five feedback instruments were returned, but in terms of comments and ratings, the session was very successful (rating their understanding of the purpose of the module and their role in enhancing practices for faculty recruiting diversity and excellence as a 3.8 out of 4). Most people either verbally expressed or recorded that between 50-75% of the material in the document was new to them. The module itself takes longer to complete than ideal, and if that could be modified a stand-alone self-learning module was favored, as long as delivered first with a face-face session. Similar to the CITE program, people wanted to make sure all faculty had this information. Some other particulars about the variation in methods of search committees and how strongly diversity and how to achieve it is communicated by deans also emerged.

E. Lehigh ADVANCE Small Grants Programs
We are continuing to advertise both the collaborative/leadership award and the recruitment seminar award programs and discuss their utility with departments, especially as we reinforce the idea of long-range networking to build diverse recruitment pools. Two new applications were funded for recruitment seminar awards (ISE and Psychology). This makes the AY2012-2013 total up to nine. The total number of leadership/collaboration awards is also up to 10.

F. Interdisciplinary Networking Committees
The Interdisciplinary Networking Committee (INC) is the Lehigh ADVANCE initiative’s mentoring model primarily coordinated through the Deputy Provost for Faculty Affairs office. This office also coordinates the University Faculty Mentoring Committee. Details for 2011-2012 were reported in our previous quarterly report. INCs for 2012-2013 are now established and reflect insight from the first cohort to modify the structure as a pair of pairs, as shown in the diagram on the left. The ADVANCE web site related to mentoring activities has been updated: https://advance.cc.lehigh.edu/mentoring.

The AWIS program on mentoring relationships was postponed until January 2013. Twenty faculty attended the program on faculty-faculty mentoring and 13 attended the session on faculty-graduate student mentoring. While a formal feedback form was not collected, the general sense of the participants was that the information was somewhat useful, but did not go deep enough. ADVANCE will follow-up with AWIS to develop a second level session.

G. Review of Policy/Guidelines on Evaluating Faculty involved in Interdisciplinary Research and Teaching
The Interdisciplinary Policy/Guidelines Review Task Group, chaired by Deputy Provost Vincent Munley and including two ADVANCE LT members, two tenured STEM women, and several other faculty, presented their finalized recommendations for policy/guidelines changes to Provost Farrell and the Academic Deans at a Council of Deans earlier this year. The individual colleges are now considering the proposal, and the proposal is also being considered by the Faculty Personnel Committee. Representatives from these committees were interviewed during our site visit.
II. Project Management and Organization

Leadership Team:
During this quarter, Project Manager Marci Levine has worked nearly exclusively on preparations for the Third Year Site Visit, which took place 25-27 February 2013. Marci was the point and lead person in arranging the schedule for the visit and in facilitating the LT through development of the six-page report to be sent to the site visit team. She also facilitated the creating of the slides based on the six-pager and on indicator data and progress survey data, with input from Dr. Jean Russo, Internal Evaluator and the co-PIs. The Social Science Research Slides are a stand alone talk.

Diane Hyland and Jackie Krasas remained as Co-PIs and leaders of the Social Science Research Team. With the Site Visit completed, Co-PIs Sibel Pamukcu and Jeff Sands are stepping down from their positions as co-directors. The Leadership Team solicited and received a nomination for a new director. Dr. Kristen Jellison, currently Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and ADVANCE Chair was nominated. After discussions between her Department Chair, Dean, and the Provost, and consultation with the other co-PIs, she was offered and accepted the position. The terms of the appointment are documented in a letter which confirms a reduced teaching and service load for the special appointment.

The Leadership Team met regularly throughout this quarter.

Internal Advisory Committee: The IAC and the LT met together on December 10. Their objective is to continue to be involved in the next steps that support understanding how interdisciplinarity can enhance faculty diversity and to participate in development of the site visit materials.

External Advisory Committee: Leading into the site visit, we determined the best use of our External Advisors would be to request guidance on applying the recommendations we expect to receive from the Site Visit Report.

ADVANCE Chairs: 2012 and 2013 ADVANCE Chairs continued to meet regularly, arranging the First LVAIC STEM WOMEN SYMPOSIUM, was originally scheduled for March 18, 2013. Speakers and Panelists were invited, and confirmed. A draft web communication e-vite was prepared, multiple emails and a postcard were disseminated. However, as noted earlier in this report, our concern about low registration was revisited up until the last day for registration (March 8, 2013). We decided to delay the symposium (we are hoping for May 2013) in order to maximize participation. Initial planning for the 2014 Symposium is also underway. We are going to discuss ways to refine the role of the ADVANCE Chairs to consider how best to utilize their strengths.

Communications: No significant changes to the extensive detail we provided in the Year Two Annual Report and in our quarterly reports of September 4, 2012 and November 30, 2012. Communication within sub-teams of Lehigh ADVANCE and also from Lehigh ADVANCE to the larger Lehigh community and beyond is important and is increasing the visibility of our programs and mission. Marci works with coordinators and administrators across campus to share important information. A reminder memo to all faculty members advertises the availability of the ADVANCE program small grants and the continued availability of the recruitment seminar grants. The Web Site is updated regularly by Marci Levine.
III. Areas of Difficulty/Resistance
As stated previously, a continuing challenge is the disparate departmental climates at Lehigh, including several STEM departments that are completely or nearly completely male. We believe that open communication and coordinated actions and decisions across all levels of university leadership will be needed to address these issues effectively.

Additionally, this was the second time in two years that the second half of the fall semester was impacted by a severe weather event. The timing of hurricane Sandy forced a compression of many faculty schedules and a delay in the delivery of some programs. Where possible, events were rescheduled for the fall semester, but some were moved to Spring semester or redesigned.

There continue to be different amounts of support for really “branding” ADVANCE and ADVANCE themed activities in contrast to true institutionalization of the measures that will bring about transformation. Guidance from the external evaluator and the upcoming site visit report will be helpful in finding the right balance at each stage of the remainder of the grant and for the program after the grant period concludes.

The idea of long-term networking to build future diverse pools is slow to take on in certain departments. This year, in his interactions with faculty regarding recruitment, Dr. Henry Odi has been emphasizing this tactic to successful recruiting and endorses using the Recruitment Seminar Funding available to nurture relationships with rising scholars or existing faculty who are mentoring the rising scholars.

We have struggled with how to engage men on campus. Ideas from the ADVANCE PI Workshop and from the Site Visit Report are expected to assist in this effort.

At times, the leadership team is overwhelmed with grant-specific tasks or deliverables, given the many hats the leadership wears. Additionally, Vincent Munley is increasingly asked to participate on the Leadership Team given his role as Deputy Provost for Faculty Affairs. We will be discussing with the IAC the best use of their positions on campus, too.

IV. Best New Ideas/ Online Resources

The Year Three Site Visit dominated our activities during this quarter. Preparing the “six page summary” involved an immense amount of work in December and January. Then, organizing the details of the visit required full professional effort in February. Discussions during the Site Visit were very informative. We anticipate that the Site Visit Report will suggest specific ways we can improve our performance during the final two years of the project.

Lehigh ADVANCE had four representatives attend the March 3-7 ADVANCE PI Workshop. The ideas from the breakout sessions will be shared at the next Leadership Team meeting.

V. Project Evaluation
The overall response rate for the mid-grant Progress Survey was 54%, with 73% percent of STEM women responding and 50% of the men. Several respondents stated that recruiting a diverse faculty has been emphasized by the university administrators, and this perception was confirmed in the interviews of STEM search chairs. All the 10 search committee chairs believe it is important to have a diverse faculty; however, there were varying levels of commitment to taking the steps...
necessary to recruit and hire a diverse faculty. There were no mean differences on a Job Satisfaction Index between the Baseline and the Progress Surveys. In both instances, the means of the women faculty members were significantly lower than the males. Regarding fair and equitable university procedures, the means for the women respondents dropped somewhat. A far greater percent of women disagreed with the item in this index that states that women are represented in senior positions. More men and women agreed in the Progress Survey that they were satisfied with opportunities to collaborate with faculty in their primary departments, and there was a large increase in both men and women who agreed that collaboration was valued in their department, in the institution, and is viewed positively during the tenure/promotion review process. A more

VI. Personnel Update
As reported previously, it was determined during summer 2012 that because of some changes to programs and deliverables, the intensity of evaluation and especially institutional data collection required additional time than available to us through our part time internal evaluator. Consequently, last quarter we reported that we would add an additional 10% effort to Jean Russo’s existing effort and that we would utilize a social science research assistant hourly at about $16/hr for no more than 10 hrs per week this semester. This arrangement worked well throughout the fall and we are able to continue to support this through the spring semester, as needed.

There are no other staffing changes to report this quarter. As noted above and in previous interim reports, current co-directors Sibel Pamukcu and Jeff Sands are stepping down following the February 2013 Site Visit. Patrick Farrell, Provost and ADVANCE PI, announced to the campus community that starting June 1, 2013 Dr. Kristen Jellison will the new director.

Copy of Text of “Six-Page Summary” for Year Three Site Visit, February 25-27, 2013

Lehigh University ADVANCE: Building Community Beyond Academic Departments

1. Theory of Change at Lehigh University
Our goals are to improve the (i) recruitment, (ii) retention and (iii) career advancement of women STEM faculty through sustainable institutional transformation that relies on institutionally supported interdisciplinary (ID) organization. Our institutional transformation goals are paralleled by a social science research (SSR) initiative aimed at understanding how ID research and teaching influences careers of women STEM faculty. Our hypothesis was that ID organization, if scaffolded by proactive policies, practices and procedures—including those for tenure and promotion evaluation and for mentoring and networking—will bring about the desired environmental change that facilitates our Lehigh University ADVANCE (LU ADVANCE) goals. Our smaller size, which may make departmental-based critical mass difficult, is expected to make ID connections easier. Lehigh’s 2009 Strategic Plan, “Advancing Our Intellectual Footprint,” proposes growth during the next 10 to 15 years through “cluster faculty hires” that cross disciplinary boundaries. Synergy between the Strategic Plan and LU ADVANCE helps our broad community to understand and commit to our goals across the campus.

LU ADVANCE is directed through a central office under the Provost and led by the core leadership team (CLT) of the co-PIs, program manager and co-directors. This group brings forward goal-directed tasks to a larger leadership team (LT), which includes the ADVANCE Chairs, Vice Provost for Academic Diversity (VPAD), and a senior scientist from the Social Science Research Center. The
ADVANCE Chairs are tenured women STEM faculty who become full members of the LT from the year of their appointment forward. The LT discusses and prioritizes the proposed tasks and activities, passing them forward to the appropriate offices or groups to be put into motion. All activities are closely coordinated and managed by the ADVANCE co-directors and manager, and branded as LU ADVANCE. LU ADVANCE activities are reviewed annually by the External Advisory Committee and at least twice a semester by the Internal Advisory Committee (IAC), which provides feedback to the LT. The IAC is comprised of select STEM department chairs, the dean of the Rossin College of Engineering and Applied Science (RCEAS), the dean of the College of Arts & Sciences (CAS), the Deputy Provost for Faculty Affairs (DPFA), and women STEM faculty.

2. Progress on Specific Goals
LU ADVANCE has rolled out numerous initiatives directed at accomplishing the goals outlined above. Targeted communications including a brochure, website, regular e-mails, and promotional materials with our logo highlight the purpose of and opportunities available through LU ADVANCE. In this section we describe major activities in each arena, highlight evidence of specific impacts where appropriate, and provide overall evaluation of the progress toward each goal. Impacts and evaluation rely on feedback from specific activities, electronic surveys conducted in May 2011 (baseline) and November 2012 (progress), and internal and external evaluators. Note that retention and career advancement are covered together due to the highly intertwined nature of these goals.

2.1. Recruitment Initiatives: Conscious and deliberate recruitment of women STEM faculty hinges on environmental changes essential for institutional transformation. The activities below were designed by LU ADVANCE in collaboration with the VPAD to facilitate the environmental changes that support enhanced recruitment of women in STEM. LU ADVANCE has benefited greatly from the creation in 2011 of the VPAD administrative leadership position. The VPAD participates as a full LT member.

2.1.a. Best Practices and University Guidance: LU ADVANCE worked with the VPAD to develop two faculty recruitment documents. First, the Faculty Recruitment: Best Practices for Diversity and Excellence booklet was drafted during academic year (AY) 2010-11 and distributed both electronically and in hard copy to all faculty in August 2011. Second, the Lehigh University Faculty Search Handbook Guidelines appeared online in fall 2012 and was highlighted at a University faculty meeting. Additionally, the LU ADVANCE website section “Best Practices for Faculty Recruitment” represents an online tool kit of resources disseminated to colleges, departments and search committees.

2.1.b. Recruitment Seminar Awards: LU ADVANCE developed a small grant mechanism to encourage STEM departments to invite early career scholars to Lehigh to give seminars. The goal is to build relationships with women who may then be invited to apply for future faculty positions or provide help identifying future candidates. With increased advertising and growing popularity, this program has awarded 11 grants (seven in 2012-13).

2.1.c. Outreach: Outreach takes place at individual, committee, department, college, and university levels. The VPAD meets with all STEM search committees at least once, and interacts with them on a continuing basis. LU ADVANCE serves as a dynamic resource, meeting and consulting with individual search committees at various stages of the recruitment process. LU ADVANCE has met with RCEAS and CAS Deans about recruitment information needs.

On September 28, 2012, LU ADVANCE hosted the Cornell Interactive Theatre Ensemble (CITE) program “Effective Faculty Search Process—It Depends on the Lens: Unconscious Bias in the Faculty Search Process” for 42 faculty, including department chairs and search committee members. Feedback on this program demonstrated a desire for continued conversation and tangible tools to help minimize the negative impacts of unconscious bias. Leveraging this awareness and engagement, LU ADVANCE is coordinating with deans and search committee chairs to be actively involved in the search process. The ADVANCE co-directors and manager met with STEM department chairs individually and then with STEM department faculty at their faculty meetings throughout 2012. The ADVANCE co-directors presented at the RCEAS and CAS college faculty meetings. An online tutorial for search
committee members was developed to supplement the Lehigh University Faculty Search Handbook Guidelines and reinforce the lessons learned from the CITE workshop. Finally, a case study panel compare/contrast session of past successful and unsuccessful searches will occur in spring 2013.

2.1.d. ID Hiring Policies: With a strategic emphasis on hiring ID faculty, it is important to document the expectations and workload of faculty hired to serve across multiple academic departments or programs/centers. In spring 2011 Provost Farrell charged an ad hoc committee of faculty members (with LT membership) across all four colleges and chaired by the DPFA to evaluate the policies, practices and culture that govern hiring procedures that include ID dimensions in teaching and/or research and scholarly work. In spring 2012 the Provost forwarded the report to the Faculty Personnel Committee (FPC). The report recommends that at a minimum, in addition to the offer letter, a memorandum of understanding be extended to cover all faculty members with significant ID interest.

2.1.e. Overall Evaluation of Recruitment Initiatives: The activities described above stimulate awareness of issues related to recruitment of women STEM faculty. The 2012 progress survey found that 82% of the STEM faculty who responded believe LU ADVANCE had at least somewhat of an effect on the university, and almost half of the faculty (49%) felt the environment changed at least somewhat, with increased emphasis on hiring women in STEM fields. A large percentage of both men and women believe the faculty hiring process is conducted fairly. However, more men agreed with this statement in the progress survey than at baseline, while the opposite was true of women. This may have occurred because of increased awareness of additional methods for recruiting women and unconscious bias in hiring decisions. Women continue to be well represented on search committees, but there is caution about their service load. The percentage of women hired rose slightly in the 2011-12 hiring season (36%) but one woman broke her contract. Preliminary evidence of more diverse search pools is emerging, though changes in institutional indicators (interviews, offers, hires) will not be available until the conclusion of the current search cycle. Based on qualitative interviews, all of the search committee chairs confirmed an increase in attention by the institution on the importance of a diverse faculty; however, there are varying levels of commitment to taking recommended steps to recruit and hire a diverse faculty.

We are fully aware that most of our STEM departments are still underrepresented in terms of gender diversity. A few of the departments remain all male, and several more have just one woman on the faculty. Significantly changing the culture and increasing the number of women in these departments remains our goal. Our data show improved awareness and active involvement of LU faculty, both men and women, to assist LU ADVANCE to reach this goal.

2.2. Retention and Career Advancement Initiatives: These initiatives are conducted by LU ADVANCE, the DPFA and Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies (WGSS). The activities below were designed to facilitate the environmental changes that support improved retention and career advancement.

2.2.a. Interviews: In addition to the electronic surveys, individual interviews of 20 women STEM faculty were conducted regarding job satisfaction and the value and opportunities for interdisciplinarity in the first year of the program in order to establish a baseline. These interviews help guide development of subsequent activities. These interviews will be repeated in 2015 to assess the impact of ADVANCE on individual women STEM faculty.

2.2.b. Lehigh University Women in Science and Engineering (LU-WISE) and Online Networking: LU-WISE was launched in fall 2010 and at least two LU-WISE luncheons or other activities have taken place per semester since that time. During fall 2012, LU-WISE took a hiatus to allow time for women to participate in other recruitment and retention activities scheduled throughout the semester. LU-WISE activities are aimed at reducing isolation of women STEM faculty and providing opportunities to share research interests, explore career development topics, and meet successful women who are speaking on campus. Faculty may suggest topics. One of the highlights of LU-WISE, introduced by President Alice Gast and coinciding with the 40th Anniversary of Undergraduate Women at Lehigh, was a special luncheon and mini–research symposium for the LU-WISE faculty and their female graduate and undergraduate research students where the discussions were focused on interdisciplinarity and mentoring.
Our proposal calls for the expansion of LU-WISE to the Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges (LVAIC) women in STEM. A local symposium, “Interdisciplinary Scholarship Shapes STEM Careers of Women,” will take place on March 18, 2013 for STEM faculty of the neighboring LVAIC institutions. The four interconnected goals of the symposium are: 1) networking with Lehigh Valley STEM women in academia and industry; 2) interdisciplinary scholarship: how and why you do it; 3) understanding how to successfully navigate interdisciplinary STEM research at smaller institutions; and 4) brainstorming future broad impacts with regional collaborations.

We are in final development of an open access database populated with information about Lehigh women STEM faculty that allows a user to search with keywords for experts by area research for potential academic collaboration. There were technical and structural barriers that delayed the full launch of this tool, although pilot trials worked well. Both sets of issues have been resolved, and the full system is expected to become available in spring 2013.

The progress survey revealed that all of the women STEM faculty members who responded were aware of LU-WISE luncheons, and 84% of female respondents participated in them and found the opportunity to network valuable. Several women STEM faculty have forged collaborative vision and activities as a result. The LT continues to monitor the value of sustaining LU-WISE beyond the grant.

2.2.c. WGSS Seminar Series: Based on data from the baseline interviews, we identified topics for scholarly discussion that might lead to practice and policy actions and personal behavioral changes that could improve job satisfaction for women STEM faculty. In collaboration with WSSG, LU ADVANCE hosted several lectures devoted to these topics, including: Susan Basow, Lafayette College, about the subtle accumulated disadvantages women STEM faculty may experience in the classroom and ways to prevent that from negatively impacting careers; Lise Eliot, The Chicago Medical School of Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science, about biological and societal induced differences between male and female brains with respect to STEM learning; and Donald Hall, dean of CAS, about unequal service burdens of women and men. Service and promotion to full professor will be further discussed through a lecture from Dana Britton, Rutgers University. The relationship between LU ADVANCE and WSSG leverages a respected campus network to explore and propose solutions to career issues that are important to women STEM faculty and that can impact all faculty at Lehigh.

2.2.d. Mentoring Program: LU ADVANCE and the DPFA launched a new voluntary mentoring program in fall 2011 for new and recently hired faculty with the formation of Interdisciplinary Networking Committees (INC). INC included one mentor from the new faculty member’s home department with similar research and/or teaching interests, one mentor from another discipline with intersecting or overlapping research and/or teaching interests, and a third mentor capable of adding an additional helpful dimension. Based on spring 2012 positive and constructive feedback from the first cohort of 14 INC participants (including two STEM women and 6 STEM men), its structure was revised for new faculty members joining the university in fall 2012. Under a new “matched pairs” design, the 10 new faculty enrolling (including 1 STEM woman and 3 STEM men) were assigned a mentor from her/his home department or a closely related one, and then each mentor/mentee pair is matched with another pair for which there is at least some degree of intersecting or overlapping research and/or teaching interest.

2.2.e. Associate Professor Orientation: Starting in fall 2011, the Provost’s Office has sponsored a one-day orientation for newly promoted and tenured associate professors. This orientation provides an opportunity for newly tenured and promoted faculty members to meet with senior university administrators to learn about and discuss university operations and programs that are generally of less immediate interest to pre-tenure faculty members. It also provides them an opportunity to form a sense of community as the most recent cohort of “permanent members of the Lehigh faculty” and to explore with each other potential areas of common research and/or teaching interests.

2.2.f. ID Policy Evaluation: The ad hoc committee charged with evaluating the policies, practices and culture that govern hiring also examined reappointment, tenure and promotion procedures that include ID dimension in the teaching and/or research and scholarly work. Two main recommendations in their report identified potential revisions to the Rules and Procedures of the Faculty, which governs the reappointment, tenure and promotion procedures at Lehigh, and are intended to provide greater focus and
weight to faculty achievements of an ID nature. Provost Farrell forwarded these recommendations to the FPC for review. The FPC agreed to move these recommendations forward for consideration and adoption in spring 2013. Our SSR results support these actions: while women are no more attracted to ID work, they do have more practical concerns than men about institutional reward of ID and collaborative work.

Regarding fair and equitable university procedures, the means for the women dropped somewhat from the baseline (2011) to the progress survey (2012). The baseline and progress surveys on the value of ID and collaborative research issues revealed that the percentage of men and women are equal as to their perception that collaboration is valued, but the percentage agreeing increased from 2011 (83%) to 2012 (97%). More women agreed the institution values ID research in 2012 (90%) than in 2011 (86%).

2.2.g Leadership Development: In 2011, LU ADVANCE started a new Faculty Development Grant program to help move STEM faculty from discussion of ID collaboration and leadership in meetings and seminars to action that has an impact on STEM faculty careers. Funds can be used toward travel by Lehigh STEM faculty and visiting scholars to promote ID collaboration or for tuition and travel assistance for Lehigh women STEM faculty to attend professional leadership programs. To date, 10 grants have been awarded.

Early feedback to LU ADVANCE shifted the focus of originally proposed leadership development program for women faculty. The clear message in this feedback is that women STEM faculty at Lehigh do not equate the achievement of leadership with assuming a university administrative position. Rather, they subscribe to a broader interpretation of leadership that includes the attainment of prominence in research, scholarship, teaching and service within their professional disciplines. As a mid-course correction, the VPAD and DPFA were charged to initiate a program designed to accommodate this broader interpretation of leadership and to provide support and structure for engaging in networking opportunities external to the university for achieving such leadership aspirations. They have met with a group of recently tenured and promoted women associate professors from both STEM and non-STEM disciplines to explore how best this can be achieved. The objective is to modestly, but adequately, fund individual leadership development plans, structured in consultation with a senior faculty mentor. A two-year pilot program should be in place for implementation by the end of the current semester.

2.2.h Overall Evaluation of Retention and Career Advancement Initiatives: Retention and career advancement are by nature long-term goals. The evaluation of these initiatives with attention to individuals and ID matters is ongoing through multiple mechanisms described in section 4 below. As appropriate, statements of impact have been included with individual initiatives above; however, it is too early in the lifespan of many of these initiatives to measure improved retention and advancement.

Some progress may be observed through surveys and interviews with STEM faculty. Results suggest there are significantly lower mean responses by women compared to men in measures of job satisfaction and satisfaction with opportunities to collaborate in both 2011 and 2012. Additionally, there was more disagreement among women that women are well represented in senior leadership positions (this could possibly reflect the recent change from a female to a male dean of CAS as well as increased awareness). In 2012, almost 50% of the women faculty members said that LU ADVANCE had impacted them at least somewhat and described their experience in terms of opportunities to interact with other women and an improved environment generally. There was also the perception that interdisciplinarity is valued to a greater degree. Thirty percent of men wrote comments regarding improving the university environment by increasing the number of women STEM faculty and making them more visible.

3. Social Science Research

Our broad research goals include contributing to the knowledge base on gender and academic STEM careers and fine-tuning our interventions that will in turn be applicable to institutions similar in size and mission. We are investigating the possibility that women and men STEM faculty differ in attitudes toward and participation in ID and collaborative research, assessing the potential for ID and collaborative structures to facilitate recruitment of a critical mass of STEM women, determining whether participating in ID and collaborative structures improves satisfaction and reduces feelings of isolation, and examining whether existing programs of mentoring and evaluation (based on long-standing
disciplinary and sole-investigator practices) need to be transformed to accommodate the realities of ID and collaborative work. While there is some scholarly evidence that women are more attracted to ID/collaborative research, the research has not examined this sufficiently across disciplines and by types of universities. Existing research also suggests that there are both opportunities and hazards associated with women’s pursuit of ID and collaborative endeavors.

We conducted the survey of STEM faculty in 10 mid-sized private research universities, focusing on gendering of ID and collaborative research. Findings indicate few gender differences in disposition toward and participation in ID and collaborative work. Women are less satisfied with their overall opportunities to collaborate. Affiliating with a center/program does not lead to greater satisfaction and less isolation for women; however, women feel better about themselves as a member of their center or program than as a member of their department. A pattern of interaction effects between gender and division emerged. For example, women in engineering are particularly concerned about showing gaps in their knowledge to collaborators. Women in engineering also perceived the greatest amount of institutional impediments to ID research. At this point we are unable to tease out the extent to which gender effects can be attributed to the lack of a critical mass versus disciplinary cultures and practices.

The other two components of our research agenda are the bibliometric study and the ethnographic study. The bibliometric study addresses the limitations of self-reported data by using publicly available CVs and data from ISI to create a list of published journal articles to code for each faculty member. The data will be used to examine effects of gender, discipline, and center affiliation on research productivity indicators including collaborative and ID research. Because gendering happens at the level of meaning and not just in terms of gender differences, qualitative work is essential to helping us understand reported attitudes and behaviors. Among our challenges is the unraveling of the effects of token status from departmental and disciplinary culture and how gendered contexts and meanings may impact scholarly practices. Originally, this project was limited to Lehigh; however, we now plan to expand beyond Lehigh via Skype interviews.

Regarding dissemination, we present our findings internally and externally (NSF ADVANCE Workshops, Sociologists for Women in Society) and have submitted our first manuscript to *Sex Roles*. We are pursuing additional venues for dissemination.

4. Internal and External Evaluation

The goal of the internal evaluation is to provide LU ADVANCE with timely information regarding the aspects of the program that are successful and to advise them of the less successful aspects so they can be reexamined and modified. Impacts and recommendations that are available thus far are described in the narrative of the initiatives above. Incorporating advice from Dr. Kelly Mack during our first site visit, the current evaluation plan has four major components.

1. Climate surveys. LU ADVANCE conducted a baseline survey in Year 1, a progress survey in Year 3, and will conduct a final survey in Year 5.
2. Intervention activity assessments. The internal evaluator conducts interviews with search committee chairs and deans, and administers activity-centered feedback forms.
3. Monitoring and collecting tool kit and other relevant institutional data. Data are being collected on recruiting, interviewing, hiring, tenure and promotion, and service on committees for the three years prior to the start of the grant and through the life of the grant.
4. External evaluation. Campus stakeholder interviews coincided with observation of the CITE program. The PI received the external evaluation report in December 2012.

All of the women faculty members who responded to the progress survey were aware of LU ADVANCE, as were 79% of the men. Of 47 women STEM faculty, 41 attended at least one of the measured 14 LU ADVANCE-sponsored activities. The six women who did not attend are from four departments with a larger percentage of women faculty (63%, 46%, 42% and 18%).

5. Sustainability Plan for LU ADVANCE Initiatives
We recognized at the outset of the LU ADVANCE project that sustaining the effort of the ADVANCE grant beyond the end date of the grant will be important because the interventions we are implementing will take some time (several years) to show results in terms of women STEM faculty demographics. Career development paths of faculty span many years and these initiatives will need to be sustained beyond the end of the NSF project to continue to increase and retain women faculty in STEM at Lehigh beyond the grant. At a minimum, sustainability requires continued focus, resources, and recognition of progress or lack thereof, all sufficiently culturally embedded so that continuation is not dependent on any single individual or external funding source. The challenge for creating sustainable practices is to make them a part of the cultural fabric such that the practices and underlying thinking are the “new normal.” One indicator often used is policy change; this may be a useful indicator, but in the world of academia practice change is often at least as powerful and persistent. Below we will briefly outline key sustainability elements of the major LU ADVANCE programs.

Recruitment: The process for review of candidate pools prior to selecting finalists for faculty positions had been rather casual. With the deans’ engagement and guided by the LU ADVANCE–developed Faculty Search Handbook, this aspect of faculty searches has become much more deliberate both at the department level and at the college level. Evaluation of candidates, a second important element of recruiting, is also now acknowledged as a nontrivial process that requires training and practice. Sustainability of these practices will result due to policy changes in the mechanics of the hiring process, and significant practice changes in terms of how searches are done, when they are done well, and what happens when they are not.

Retention and Career Advancement: As noted, most of these activities are campus-wide and many are supported by the Provost’s Office, given the value to the university of the success of our faculty. Support at the Provost level will continue beyond the grant period, and also gives a visible indicator of the institutional importance of the ID mentoring work. Our women faculty have clearly said they want to develop leadership skills, but not be “programmed” for only formal leadership positions. The development of the leadership portion of the LU ADVANCE program came from the Provost’s Office, led by the DPFA and the VPAD. While initially aimed at the LU ADVANCE target audience, we expect this will be deployed across the campus to all faculty looking to develop their leadership talent. Sustainability for this activity will lie in the success of the project, continued demand by faculty for this type of development opportunity, and the demonstration of how success in this area benefits the university.